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Abstract

IEC 62351-4 standard is published to address cybersecurity vulnerabilities of IEC 61850 Manufacturing Message
pecification (MMS) messages. This standard includes a set of cipher suites that are recommended for securing MMS messages.
owever, these are only a set of recommendations. There is no work in the literature that implements them on an IEC 61850
MS message and reports the performances. In order to fill this importance knowledge gap, this short communication reports

esults of implementing cipher suites recommended by IEC 62351-4 on IEC 61850 messages. In addition to implementation
etails, real message exchanges are demonstrated with lab experiments. Finally, changing certificate and message sizes are
eported. The results show that cipher suite selection is critical as some suites have 29.67 % smaller certificate size than
thers. The novelty of this short communication is showing details of IEC 62351 application and relevant changes on message
izes and structures of IEC 61850 MMS messages. There is no similar work or publication showing such procedures and
esults.

2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

eer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 8th International Conference on Power and Energy Systems Engineering (CPESE
021).
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1. Introduction

Smart grid operation requires high volume of information exchanges [1]. IEC 61850 is utilized to achieve
nteroperability between different devices present in electrical networks [2–4]. Recent cyberattacks showed that
ower systems are vulnerable to data manipulation attacks [5,6] and IEC 61850 standard does not address
ybersecurity issues [7]. IEC 62351 standard is published to mitigate cybersecurity vulnerabilities of IEC 61850
tandard [8–10]. Part 6 of IEC 62351 deals with well-known Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE)
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and Sampled Value (SV) messages [11]. Also, recent literature is rich with works that investigate cybersecurity of
GOOSE and SV messages [12–17].

On the other hand, security of IEC 61850 Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) messages is not
nvestigated in detail. Part 4 of IEC 62351 recommends use of certain cipher suites during Transport Layer Security
TLS) session [8]. There are limited number of studies where authentication mechanisms regarding MMS message
ecurity are discussed [18,19]. A recent work has investigated implementation of IEC 62351-4 on IEC 61850 MMS
essages and studied its performance [20]. However, in this paper, only one cipher suite has been implemented.
he other recommended suites have not been implemented and investigated.

This short communication fills in this knowledge gap. Being an applied research paper, it shows how IEC
2351-4 recommended ciphers are implemented on IEC 61850 MMS messages. Lab experiments are run to capture
eal message exchanges to show-case IEC 61850 MMS messages and related TLS session details. Furthermore,
ertificate and message sizes for all cipher suites are reported. This is the contribution of this work to the body of
nowledge as it has not been done before. The rest of this short communication is organized as follows: Section 2
ives a very brief overview of IEC 61850 MMS messages and recommendations of IEC 62351-4 to secure them.
ection 3 implementation details and test results for different cipher suites. Finally, Section 4 draws the conclusions.

. Overview of IEC 61850 and IEC 62351-4

IEC 62351-4 stipulates securing MMS messages at two profiles of protocol stack: application and transport. As
hown in Fig. 1, the former consists of the top 3 layers of the stack while the latter is made up of bottom 4 layers.

Fig. 1. Protocol stack for compatible and native T-security specifications for MMS messages [9].

For transport security (T-Security), use of TLS 1.2 is stipulated by RFC 5246. MMS messages are exchanged
through port 3782 in two steps. Firstly, a handshake is performed to verify certificates of both parties and exchange
a session key. With this key cipher suite that is going to be used for the actual data exchange is negotiated. Depicted
in Fig. 2, this process is only performed once to establish the TLS session. Here, client and server exchange hello
messages which is followed by exchange of individual certificates. This is performed to authenticate the parties,
i.e. making sure they are who they claim to be. After this initial key is exchange which is, then, utilized to decide
on the cipher suite that will be used for the rest of the session. Cipher suite means a set of cryptographic algorithms
for all of (i) keys, (ii) digital signature, (iii) encryption and (iv) message authentication.

The list of recommended suites and their individual components are given in Table 1. For instance, initial key
exchange process can be done with a selection of algorithms such as RSA, DH, DHE or ECDHE. On the other
hand, digital signatures are only validated with RSA or ECDSA algorithms. Two versions of Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA 256-384) is utilized to generate a hash value which can be later used to authenticate the message contents.
The message is encrypted with Advanced Encryption Standard’s 128 or 256 (AES 128-256) version. In this fashion,

TLS mechanism provides security for all four aspects mentioned above.
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Fig. 2. Message exchanges for TLS establishment [20].

Table 1. IEC 62351-4 recommended cipher suites for MMS messages.

Key exchange Hash function Encryption algorithm TLS version

Algorithm Signature

TLS RSA – SHA256 WITH AES 128 CBC TLS 1.2
TLS DH RSA SHA256 WITH AES 128 CBC TLS 1.2
TLS DH RSA SHA256 WITH AES 128 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS DHE RSA SHA256 WITH AES 128 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS DH RSA SHA384 WITH AES 256 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS ECDHE RSA SHA256 WITH AES 128 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS ECDHE RSA SHA384 WITH AES 256 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS ECDHE ECDSA SHA256 WITH AES 128 GCM TLS 1.2
TLS ECDHE ECDSA SHA384 WITH AES 256 GCM TLS 1.2

3. Implementation details and test results

In order to run lab tests, the procedure explained in [20] is followed. Two terminals emulating IEC 61850 client
nd server nodes are connected over TLS 1.2 protocol. The IEC 61850 client and server are emulated with the help
f IEC 61850 emulation software. The corresponding system configuration description (SCD) file describing the
apabilities of IEC 61850 client and server is generated and loaded to the IEC 61850 emulation software on two
erminals to emulate IEC 61850 client and server.

The first step to exchange secure MMS messages is to establish a TLS connection between IEC 61850
lient and server. To implement TLS in emulated IEC 61850 client and server, security module is configured
ith the security profile. The first step for configuring security profile is to setup certificates for client and

erver. Upon receiving the certificate request in X.509 format from the IEC 61850 client or server, CA signs
he request using any of the public key algorithms such as RSA or ECDSA. In this implementation, three
igned certificates ‘ENT-PC.pem’, ‘dhcert.pem’ and ‘ecdhcert.pem’ for IEC 61850 server and ‘beast-X99-s01.pem’
or IEC 61850 client are generated by trusted certificate authority (CA). ‘ENT-PC.pem’ is utilized when using
he TLS RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA256 cipher suite. For the other cipher suites TLS DH XXX XXX and

TLS ECDHE XXX XXX the certificates ‘dhcert.pem’ and ‘ecdhcert.pem’ certificates are utilized, respectively.
ig. 3(a) depicts the encoded signed certificate ‘ENT-PC.pem’ and Fig. 3(b) shows details of ‘ENT-PC.pem’
enerated by CA. It can be noticed that the certificate follows X.509 format and the algorithm used for generating

ignature is SHA256 with RSA.
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Fig. 3. Certificate of IEC 61850 server in X.509 format (a) encoded and (b) decoded.

These generated certificates are configured in emulated IEC 61850 client and server using the security module.
ig. 4(a) and (b) shows the configuration process of certificates in emulated IEC 61850 client and server respectively.
nce the certificates are configured in emulated IEC 61850 client and server, a TLS connection can be established.

nitially, client hello and server hello messages along with certificates are exchanged. Both the client and server
erify the respective certificates. If the certificates verification process fails, the TLS connection is aborted.

However, this time, instead of a single cipher suite, all IEC 62351-4 recommended suites are implemented and
alidated. Same MMS message is relayed from server to the client and the messages are captured as shown in
igs. 5–14.

As shown, Fig. 5 shows a plain MMS message without any security features. For this reason, the network analyzer
etects protocol as “MMS”, parses the message and shows its contents as “initiate request”. Also, from Fig. 5 it
s noticed that the destination port for MMS message is the default ‘102’. For all the other captures. Figs. 6–14,
rotocol is shown as TLS1.2 proving that client and server are connected via secure transport layer as stipulated
y IEC 62351-4. Furthermore, from Figs. 6–14 it can be noticed that the destination port for all the secure MMS
essages is 3782 as specified by the IEC 62351-4 standards. Also, additional TLS establishment messages discussed

n Fig. 2 are shown: Client Hello, Server Hello-Certificate, Client Key Exchange and Change Cipher Specs. The
essage captures are selected to show which cipher suites are utilized during TLS establishment, e.g. in Fig. 9

DH RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA256.
elow cipher suite is used: TLS
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Fig. 4. Certificate configuration in emulated IEC 61850 client and server [20].

Fig. 5. Plain MMS message (No Security).

The very first message after this block is the actual MMS message that is sent by the server to the client. Since
it is encrypted by AES128 or AES 256, network analyzer cannot parse the message or show its contents. It is only
shown as applicated data, as a chunk of data.

The important finding of this work is to report changes in sizes of certificate and application data exchanges

(ADE). As shown in Figs. 5–14 and summarized in Table 2, MMS messages that use different cipher suites as well
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Fig. 6. TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA25.

Fig. 7. TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256.
1194
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Fig. 8. TLS_DH_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256.

Fig. 9. TLS_DHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256.
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Fig. 10. TLS_DH_RSA_ WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384.

Fig. 11. TLS_ECDHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256.
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Fig. 12. TLS_ECDHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384.

Fig. 13. TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256.
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Fig. 14. TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384.

as unsecured MMS messages have different certificate and ADE sizes. An interesting finding is that all cipher suites
had ADE sizes smaller than the unsecured MMS message. Reported certificate sizes vary, last two suites yielding
the smallest size. That being said, certificates are only exchanged during TLS sessions establishment and is not
used during IEC 61850 MMS exchanges. Their impact is not significant.

4. Conclusions

All cipher suites recommended by IEC 62351-4 have been implemented on IEC 61850 MMS messages and
secure information exchanges have been demonstrated. TLS 1.2 has been used for creating a secure communication
channel between the client and the server while X.509 certificates have been used for authentication purposes. Lab
experiments have been conducted and real MMS messages secured with different cipher suites have been captured.

The results are presented in terms of full message bodies as well as different certificate and message sizes. It is
found that use of cipher suites may decrease ADE size to 46.1% of unsecured message size. It is also discovered
that cipher suite selection is critical as some suites have 29.67% smaller certificate size than others.

Table 2. Performance results for recommended cipher suites.

Cipher suites Certificate size (bytes) ADE size (bytes)

None N/A 245
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 903 139
TLS_DH_RSA WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 835 139
TLS_DH_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 838 113
TLS_DHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 903 113
TLS_DH_RSA_ WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 838 113
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 903 113
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_ WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 903 113
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_ WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 635 113
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_ WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 635 113
1198
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In addition to validating cybersecurity recommendations of IEC 62351-4, this paper also gives application insights
bout how these recommendations impact IEC 61850 MMS sizes and performances. These results are useful for pre-
esting security recommendations for MMS messages before the deployment is planned in the field. Both researchers
nd engineers active in this field will benefit from these application details and test results.
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